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Join the mouse from If You Give a Mouse a Cookie as he bakes his own cookies in his little mouse
house.

This board book with sturdy pages is perfect for toddlers, who will enjoy the simple introduction to reading.
Each page has one or two sentences.

Starring the ever-popular Mouse, this is a sweet addition to the classic and beloved series.
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From Reader Review The Best Mouse Cookie for online ebook

Rebecca says

I'm hoping this will relieve those storytime attendees who have "If you give a mouse a cookie" already
memorized. It's got some details that I love: 1) Mouse knows that music is an essential ingredient when
baking, 2) his oven mitts go up to his armpits, and 3) he knows that it's OK to burn the cookies.

Heidi-Marie says

I think my favorite of these books would be the illustrations. Adorable. Simple text well illustrated. And it's
nice to know that mouse does some work instead of being given everything. :-)

Jocelin says

Super cute book with our favorite mouse making cookies.

SherwoodDemon says

Cute, simple, sweet. :) the art is great & this is perfect for the fans of the classic "if you give a mouse a
cookie." :)

Mel says

Really cute. I look forward to reading it with my niece and nephew

Rossy says

Cute short story. The illustrations are beautiful, and his "I'm the boss" apron is gorgeous! Besides, one can
never have too many cookies, right? It's nice baking for yourself, but sharing something you made and
enjoying it with friends, is the best!

Molly says

This gets points for the illustrations and the fact that the little one liked it; but it was very odd- it read as if it
had been translated from a different language, maybe more than once, and several pages were misplaced.



Justine says

This is not as good as the original.

Amanda S. says

Use to introduce a lesson on cooking or baking cookies!

Kristen says

Cute addition to the If you Give a Mouse a Cookie series. This was shorter than desired and did not have the
same format as the normal books. That is why I give it 3 stars. It's around what I expected, but I hoped it was
a little longer. It is much too short to read as a bed time story to a toddler. But she still enjoyed the mouse
and we LOVE cookies in our house. My daughter especially loved the mountain of cookies that Mouse had
made at the end of the story.

Heather says

I think I've read this one a couple hundred times at least. It's a cute and simple story. We used it to sign a lot
of cooking signs with this one.

Kelly says

Mouse loves baking cookies, but mostly, he loves sharing them with friends.

Emily Carlyn says

Very simple book, perfect for using with the younger 1-2 crowd.

Christine Grant says

Cookie Story Time. Simple story about mouse making cookies.



Chanelle says

The Best Mouse Cookie is a really cute story for developing readers. He makes cookies, rocks out while
doing it, and even burns them when he wants to take a nap. I like how it ends by saying that there is nothing
wrong with sharing with a friend. You can definitely use this story to teach preschoolers about sharing and
being independent. You could tie this book with an activity about sharing.


